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HRS AGRICULTURE TO PARTNER WITH AGNETIX LIGHTING TECHNOLOGY FOR
MICHIGAN LARGE-SCALE INDOOR GROW
HRS Agriculture forms strategic alliance with global lighting technology experts.
San Diego, CA – January 6, 2022 — Agnetix, a leader in Smart Horticulture Lighting Technology,
has been selected as the primary lighting partner by HRS Agriculture’s nearly 40,000 square foot
cultivation facility in the Detroit metro area. HRS’s state-of-the-art 1300 PPFD indoor cultivation
facility will feature 350 of Agnetix’s cutting-edge, high-powered, liquid-cooled ZENITH luminaires.
HRS was drawn to Agnetix as their lighting system for its industry benchmark energy efficiencies
and data visibility. Agnetix provides a full suite of value-added benefits and a one-of-kind decision
support system, employing energy-efficient LED lighting, canopy-level sensors, networking
technology, and real time data analytics.
Richard Sarfoh, Owner of HRS Agriculture, said, “We became aware of Agnetix through one of our
cultivation partners, Oak Canna, who had recently equipped their flower rooms with Agnetix lights.
The water cooling system immediately caught our attention. The following in-person product
presentations by Troy and Robert from Agnetix convinced us of the company’s competence and
professionalism, leading us to choose this product for our single-stacked flower rooms.”
“The service has been prompt and the software program is user-friendly. We especially like the
sunrise and sunset feature. The fact that the lights are glycol-cooled makes them efficient and
takes loads off our HVAC system. The flawless installation method is an additional bonus,” he
continued. “In combination with our genetics and caring cultivation team, we are looking for highpotency, clean flower product output by carefully working/modifying the light source. According to
current Agnetix customers, significant yield numbers are achievable by utilizing the Agnetix system
properly.”
“We welcome HRS to the growing Agnetix family.” said Dr. Ihor Lys, CTO, Agnetix. “Richard and
his team quickly saw the high light levels, improved efficiencies and advantages the Agnetix
platform provides, accelerating their path to produce high quality, high yield product for the Detroit
market. With the additional sensors and features of the Zenith light, HRS will have an unparalleled
view and optimization capability, providing efficiency and operational benefits for years to come.”
For more information about the Agnetix A3 and Zenith water-cooled lighting systems, visit
www.agnetix.com or contact sales@agnetix.com.
###

About HRS Agriculture: HRS Agriculture, LLC is a partnership between Harold Sullivan, a
Detroit-area business and property owner, and Richard Sarfoh, previous owner and operator of a
vertically integrated Cannabis operation. HRS will have a Class C license to operate its 38,500 sqft
cultivation facility in Warren, Michigan.
About Agnetix: Agnetix is an SEC-registered technology company on a steep growth trajectory
focused on the development of advanced smart horticultural lighting and information technology
solutions for commercial indoor and greenhouse growers – both in fresh produce and cannabis
markets. The Agnetix Responsive Agriculture™ platform delivers meaningful plant and energy data
insights for quick, informed decisions to mitigate risks. The Agnetix system includes highly efficient,
water-cooled LED lighting, environmental sensors, AI (Artificial Intelligence) imagers, data, and
real-time monitoring solutions. Agnetix helps serious controlled environment agriculture (CEA)
growers to significantly improve their crop yield, reduce their operating cost, reduce their carbon
footprint, and run a more profitable business. www.Agnetix.com

